Dear Friends,

With these words, I bring to a close my Bulletin “conversation” which I long ago titled “From Where I Stand.” Actually that was the title I borrowed forty years ago from one of my beloved rabbinic mentors, Baltimore’s Rabbi Abraham D. Shaw. In 1932, Rabbi Shaw had titled his column, “From Where I Stand.” In the 1950’s and 60’s our family never failed to read his every word in the Temple Oheb Shalom Bulletin. His retirement in 1976 offered the opportunity to appropriate the name for my own column in Macon’s Temple Beth Israel’s Bulletin and Rabbi Shaw was delighted.

Forty years is a pretty good run for any Rabbi’s column, don’t you agree? Have you been a reader of this monthly conversation with your rabbi? Actually for a few years it was a bi-weekly column as for years we sent two bulletins a month. I have occasionally used “From Where I Stand” as a PR vehicle to urge your participation at a given event: guest speakers, community wide occasions, concerts, and the like. A few times it was a brazen solicitation of your support and generosity for major Temple financial campaigns – building and rebuilding efforts as well as endowment campaigns.

Mostly however, my bulletin conversation has intended to share my personal thoughts with you on a wide array of subjects. A new take on Jewish Holy Days, festivals and civic holidays to be sure, but also highly personal passages in my life and that of our family. Actually, it occurs to me that I was writing a blog before the word even came into being.

You have all been thoroughly welcomed to life in my boyhood home of Glen Burnie, Maryland. So much so that many of you in your travels have sent me photos of the Maryland highway signs pointing toward Glen Burnie exits!

“From Where I Stand” has introduced you to our newborn grandchildren upon their birth and to our hopes and dreams for them. You have been warmly invited to Jennifer and Debra’s B’not Mitzvah and “From Where I Stand” also has shared our grief on the passing of our precious parents and dearest lifelong friends. From the Joyous Wedding to the wrenching pain of Katrina – it’s all been shared. Sometimes the column was comprised of a single photo and occasionally centered on a quote from a favorite Biblical book, secular poet or scientific essayist.

It has been a sacred privilege to occupy this prime real estate in the Temple Sinai Bulletin for these 29 years. Yes it has been a terrific run, but be assured that Andrea and I are pleased to join all of you in joyously welcoming Matthew and Leah, and their four daughters to our Temple family. And that’s the most important point to take along with you now, “From Where I Stand.”

We make way for Rabbi Matthew Reimer’s column as new bonds of caring and sharing are initiated. Matt, the prime spot on the front page is now all yours, but hey, I’ll still be keeping my reserved parking space at the Palmer Avenue entrance! Andrea and I join all of our Sinai family in joyously welcoming the Reimer family into our hearts and to the Temple Sinai family.

Faithfully yours,
Edward Paul Cohn
Summer Education Update

O ur Religious and Hebrew Schools both concluded in early May and we had a very successful year! Our year included many wonderful events including our Family Shabbat(s), Sukkot Under the Stars, Simchat Torah, ‘Walking, Talking, Torah’, the 8th/9th grade Civil Rights trip to Birmingham, several family programs for K-3rd graders and 4th-6th graders, a field trip to Hillel for our 3rd-5th graders, Esther -The Force Awakens Purim play and celebration, The Passover Experience and so much more! Our partnership with The Choice Foundation giving item donations this year instead of money donations increased empathy, meaning and awareness in Tzedakah contributions for our students. Our T’filah Band and Choir participated in five Shabbat and Holiday services this year and we will be adding more students and have a new choir leader in the coming year. Our Hebrew School students led four Family Shabbat services this year, building not only their skills, but also their confidence and leadership experiences. Over the summer I will be attending two Educator conferences and taking many classes at each as well as meeting with a consultant to continue growing our schools both in content and engagement for all of our students. We will be focused specifically on 4th-9th grades in the Religious School and working on raising classroom engagement and culling out opportunities for high quality hands-on projects to reinforce the lessons in each grade. We will also be working through the Hebrew School curriculum, Sr. T’filah, as well as the Bar/Bat Mitzvah experience, all in an effort to be the best that we can be. I also look forward to spending a week at Jacobs camp with our wonderful campers!

Temple Sinai parents have all received the year-end report cards for their children in both Religious and Hebrew School. Parents of our 3rd-7th graders have received the links to our Hebrew practice packets and the prayers on Sound cloud. Our 1st and 2nd years students require 10 minutes twice a week, and our 3rd and 4th year students require 20 minutes twice a week in order to retain the knowledge that they learned this school year. The links can also be found on our Temple Sinai website under Education/Hebrew School resources. Registration for the coming year can also be found on our website under Education/Religious School or Hebrew School and all of these links have been emailed to our parents. Our 2016-17 Bar/Bat Mitzvah students have already begun summer Hebrew classes and are doing great!

I sincerely thank the Chair of our Education committee, Michael Kirschman as well as our President, Board, Rabbi, Cantor, Executive Director and our wonderful office, custodial & teaching staff for an incredible year! As always, if anyone has questions or comments, please feel free to contact me anytime! AnnZKientz@gmail.com.
JUNE YAHRZEITS

JUNE 3-4
Rae Elster Abramson
Michael F. Alpha, Sr.
Aline Fried Thorpe Anderson
Lillian S. Barton
Juanita Levy Burkenroad
Sara Opotowsky Cohen
Paul N. Godchaux
Euphemia Grabenheimer
Zena Heiman
Migel King
Edna Levy Lazarus
Louis C. Lob
Olaf L. Loikrec
Mabel Mayer Lurie
Grace Block Mayer
Walter B. Moses
Florence Oury
Joseph G. Pasternack, M.D.
Israel J. Reichman
Alec Michel Rosen
Harold Salmon, Sr.
Katherine Goldberger Springer
Elliot Lee Tanenbaum

JUNE 17-18
Amalia Wolfson Beer
Percye Joseph Dampf
Yetta Dreyfus
Rosalie Corrona Gainsburgh
Isadore Bernard Gainsburgh
Sarah Gutmann
Lucille G. Hirsch
Rosalie Levy Katten
Rose Busch Kolton
Leon Kupperman
Jennie Pesses Lassen
Eldon Spencer Lazarus
Barbara S. Levy
Celeste Wildenstein Levy
Allen Marks
Rose Shushan Meltzer
Joseph C. Meyers
Bertha Rose Miller Novick
Charles L. Rittenberg
Ann Pulitzer Robinowitz
Leonie Davis Rothschild
Joseph Simon
Jonas E. Simon
Charles Simon
Henry Stern
Samuel H. Stone
Joseph Wilenzick

JUNE 10-11
Fannie Krauss Adler
Herman Antis
Rebecca Weiner Cohn
Bertha Forchheimer
Jacob Greenberg
Herbert Julius Greif
Rabbi James K. Gutheim
Gertrude K. Kaufman
June Gurvich Lazard
Jos. H. Loeb
Carrie R. Loewenberg
Lewis Alexander Moss
Lester Ostrow
Lily Aguilar Schlesinger
Anna Brandt Schwartz
Ray Scooler
Albert A. Son
Madeline K. Stern
Leah Buckman Weinstein
Mary Weiss

JUNE 24-25
Benjamin Bailkin
Edith HaasBeekman
Edwin Henry Blum
Ben D. Buckman
Larry Evenchick
Leona Roos Fies
Ida Frishman
Louis Grossman
Cora L. Halpern
Leon Israel
Carolyn Falk Katz
Clifford H. Kern, Jr.
Fannie Dieffenthal Levy
Esther Finkelstein Levy
Rose L. Levy
Harold Marx
Harold Marx, Jr.
Hyman Mopsik
Scottie Weinberger

JULY YAHRZEITS

JULY 1-2
Ethel Strug Berg
Paul H. Braun
Rose Fein Cohen
Alice Leemann Fellman
Roy Grossman, Jr.
Lee Helen Jalenak
Irna Cohn Kahn
Celeste Kern
Ralph Frederick Kerner
Mervin Garriston Levy
Jeanne Levy
Sidney Liswood
Ruby Spiro Pick
Nathan Jacob Prince
Frank Leon Prins
Bertha R. Rosenthal
J. William Rosenthal
Lee Cahn Schlesinger
Sidney Shalett
Wilbur K. Shear
Irving Sheen
Gertrude Geller Weiner
David Weinstein
Emily Kauffmann Weintraub
Carrie Godchaux Wolf

JULY 22-23
Sylvia Hainebach Aronson
Edward Berg
Edward Bernstein
Morris Edwin Burka, Jr.
Gene E. Friedman
Esther Marks Gutmann
Regina R. Heninger
Judith Cahn Israel
Edythe Optican Jiedel
Marjorie W. Mayer
Sidney C. Mmeles
Charles Rosen
Simon Shlenker, Jr.
Harry Soboloff
Abraham J. Sperling
Nathan Wallfisch

JULY 8-9
Nettie Abrams
Morris Baar
Logan H. Babin
Edith Bernstein
Russell P. Block
Donald Rosen Chapman
Miriam Cohen
Val Courville
Carol Dreyfous Eiseman
Edward Feibleman
Dora Ferber
Edel ZeveGainsburgh
Jules Godchaux
R. Donald Jandorf
Simon Kahn
Ralph Irving Katz
Joe Kaufman
Helen Adler Levy
Bernard J. Marcuse
Pauline Bonart Paqlin
Libby Pentes Raphael
Sophie Hess Schwartz
Bertha Simon Weil

JULY 15-16
Rosalind May Alcus
Florenc Kahn Blum
Susan Rosenthal Farrell
Moses A. Fisher
Julia Mittle Flom
Edythe R. Goldman
Mathilde Gutmann Goldring
Dena Goldstein
Sidney Heiman
Bertha T. Heiman
Thomas Baer Hess
Morris Aron Hirsch
Benno Katz
Clifford H. Kern
Viktor N. Khalimsky
Ida Werner Klein
Moses Meyer

JULY 29-30
Samuel T. Alcus, Jr.
Mayer Bagirsky
Sara Litter Cohen
Marjorie C. Friedmann
Henry Grabenheimer
Mildred Friedman Hart
Julian Hart
Sadie W. Herzfeld
Grace D. Hudson
Mel Jacobson
Fannie Kranz Kronengold
S. Sanford Levy
William M. Levy
Julia Schwabacher Levy
Milton Lomning
Leon Meyer
Jeanne Godchaux Newman
Lester Seidenbach
Bernice Lurie Sheen
Samuel S. Victor
Emile Weil
Blanche Loeb Weil
Bluma D. Weinstein
Morris Wolf, Jr.

JULY 29-30
Mollie Barton Roig
Hermine Levy Saer
Lily Scooler
Helene K. Sperling
Howard E. Stern
Leo Schwartz Weil
Sophie A. Wiener
Leah Claire Miller Wise
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THE CONGREGATION EXTENDS ITS SINCERE THANKS FOR THE FOLLOWING CONTRIBUTIONS IN MAY

**ALTAR FUND**

IN HONOR OF HAROLD VICTOR’S 95TH BIRTHDAY-Harold and Gail Victor

IN MEMORY OF CHARLES GOLDSMITH
James and Robin Goldsmith

IN MEMORY OF THEO HELLER
Betty Heller

IN MEMORY OF SOPHIE WEINSTEIN AND DR. ISADORE BRICKMAN
Robert and Caroline Brickman

**RELIGIOUS SCHOOL FUND**

IN HONOR OF SUE FRANK’S BIRTHDAY
Meryl Rosenbloom

**RAVIE EDWARD PAUL COHN, RABBI EMERITUS FUND**

Donald I. Levy

**SOCIAL JUSTICE FUND**

Ron Levy
Irving and Carol Lise Rosen

IN HONOR OF ISABELLE BRICKMAN’S BABY NAMING
Philip Brickman

IN HONOR OF ELENRAE SHALETT’S 10 YEARS AT TEMPLE SINAI
Michael and Nancy Marsiglia

IN HONOR OF RABBI COHN’S MEMORIAL SERVICE FOR BYRON LEVY
Ron Levy

IN MEMORY OF ABRAHAM KUPPERMAN
Fannette Blum
Betty Fishman

**TEMPLE FUND**

IN HONOR OF ELENRAE SHALETT
Jimmy and Mollie Fried

IN HONOR OF SABINA ALTMAN’S BIRTHDAY
Judy Bressler and Family
Jimmy and Mollie Fried

IN HONOR OF MARIAN BERTKETT’S 103RD BIRTHDAY
Marianne Cohn

IN HONOR OF JANE MOSES’S 95TH BIRTHDAY
Gerald and Joan Berenson
Marianne Cohn
Fleurette Koltun

IN HONOR OF HELEN AND ANDREW POLMER
Richard Hecht

IN MEMORY OF IVAN ALTMAN
Robert and Caroline Brickman
Robert and Marie Wolf

IN MEMORY OF FLORENCE BRAUN
Sharon Snyder
Barry Spizer

IN MEMORY OF ABRAHAM KUPPERMAN
Dr. Diane Africk
Suzanne and Ted Baer
Edwin and Barbara Beckman
Perry and Marilyn Brown
Marianne Cohn
Margaret and Joe Epstein
Jimmy and Mollie Fried
Justin Garon
Margot Garon
Judy Haspel
Celia Katz
Herman, Herman, & Katz, L.L.C.
Fleurette Koltun
Mrs. S. Herbert Hirsch
Herman Kohlmeyer, Jr. & Nancy Kohlmeyer
Donald I. Levy
Ruth Lewis
Sidney and Lillian Opotowsky
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Shepard
Barry and Eileen Spizer
Ms. Jon Strauss
Leah Whann
Robert and Marie Wolf

IN MEMORY OF SPENSER LAZARUS
Carol and Stephen Albert

IN MEMORY OF JOSEPH

MENDEL LEVKOWICZ
Sam and Dianne Levkowicz

IN MEMORY OF HERBERT MOORE
Betty Moore

IN MEMORY OF LUCILLE FELSENTHAL SHLENKER
Michael S. Shlenker

IN MEMORY OF DR. SAM A. THREEFOOT, JR.
Shelley Cowan
Barbara Mattingly
Ginny Threefoot
Tracy Threefoot

**GALA DONATIONS**

Carlos Adame
Mrs. Susan Adler
Mrs. Joan Album
Mr. & Mrs. Sydney Beshoff, III
Barbara Bresler
Dr. & Mrs. Daniel Bronfin
Aden & Catherine Burka
Congregation Gates of Prayer
Dr. & Mrs. Milton Frank, III
Mr. Joseph Friend
Dr. Juan Gershanik
Irene Hirsch
Rabbi Kenneth Kanter
Mr. & Mrs. Victor Koock
Mr. & Mrs. Wilfred Kullman
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Lengsfield
Dr. Edward Levy, Jr.
Melissa & Eric Lindbeck
Jane & Henry Lowentritt
Gabrielle & William Mimeles
Dr. & Mrs. Bert Myers
Mr. & Mrs. Michael O’Dwyer
Mr. Glenn Ostrow
Ann & Larry Rabin
Marie & Claude Schlesinger
Robert & Lynn Skelding
Dr. & Mrs. Stephen Sontheimer
Mrs. Ann Vickery
Sharon & John Weiner
Lisa & David Wurtzel
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Don’t forget to drop off your gently used and new items for the Sisterhood Attic Sale.

Donations are tax-deductible and can be dropped off Monday through Friday in the lobby.

The Sisterhood Attic Sale is July 24 & 25.
THE CONGREGATION EXTENDS ITS SINCERE THANKS FOR THE FOLLOWING CONTRIBUTIONS IN JUNE

ALTAR FUND
IN HONOR OF DIANE AND KENNETH GORDON’S ANNIVERSARY
Ann Harris

IN HONOR OF RHEA SIMONSON’S BIRTHDAY
Charles and Rhea Simonson

IN MEMORY OF ANN S. CORENSWET
Samuel Corensweit, Jr.

IN MEMORY OF JOE GIARRUSSO
Judge Robin Giarrusso

IN MEMORY OF LEAH BEER STERN
Lynne Goldman

IN MEMORY OF HELEN AIMEE HYMAN AND CLAIRE HYMAN MOSES
Dr. Harris Hyman, III and Barbara Hyman

IN MEMORY OF NETTIE & CLIFFORD KERN, JR
Jay, Cliff and Arvilla Kern and their families

IN MEMORY OF IDA VIHON STRUG
Gerald Strug

IN MEMORY OF DR. SAM THREFOOT
Henry and Audrey Threefoot

IN MEMORY OF HERMAN YUSPEH
Gerald Strug

IN MEMORY OF HERMINA FINGER ZEVE
John and Amy Gainsburgh-Haspel

CANTOR’S CONCERT FUND
Philip and Susan Frank

DREYFOUS FUND
IN HONOR OF THE CONFIRMATION OF DAVID FRIED, IV AND SAM MOSES
James and Sabina Altman

EDWARD PAUL COHN RABBI EMERITUS FUND
Sydney and Walda Besthoff
Robert and Caroline Brickman
Robert and Lorynne Cahn
Carla Cohn
Greater St. Stephens Full Gospel Church
Mark and Mindy Mayer
Mark Charles Wallfisch and Jeffery Greigore
Gerald and Lynn Wasserman

ENDOWMENT FUND
IN APPRECIATION OF THE DILIGENT WORK OF THE RABBI SEARCH COMMITTEE
Judith Gainsburgh

IN HONOR OF RABBI COHN PERRY AND MARILYN BROWN
Harvey and Betty Schwartzberg

IN MEMORY OF ABRAHAM KUPPERMAN
John Haspel and Amy Gainsburgh-Haspel

IN MEMORY OF HERMAN “OBE” OBERMAYER
Harvey and Betty Schwartzberg

HASPEL GARDEN FUND
IN APPRECIATION FOR THE DEDICATION TO SISTER-HOOD OF JOAN TUCKMAN AND BONNIE ARONSON
John Haspel and Amy Gainsburgh-Haspel

ORGAN FUND
IN HONOR OF JULANE ISAACSON’S JEWISH FAMILY SERVICE AWARD
Mrs. S. Herbert Hirsch

IN MEMORY OF HERMAN J. OBERMAYER
Mrs. S. Herbert Hirsch

IN HONOR OF DR. DIANE K. AFRICK’S INDUCTION TO THE TEMPLE SINAI BOARD
Mrs. S. Herbert Hirsch

RELIGIOUS SCHOOL FUND
IN HONOR OF RABBI COHN AND CANTOR COLMAN
Louis and Betty Zelman
Scott and Leslie Jacobs

IN HONOR OF SUE FRANK’S BIRTHDAY
Naomi and Adrian Kornman

SOCIAL JUSTICE FUND
Jan C. Benjamin
Fannette Blum
Bruce and Lorraine Judson

IN HONOR OF RABBI EDWARD PAUL COHN AND ANDREA COHN
Leah Stone

IN MEMORY OF IVAN ALTMAN
David Altman

TEMPLE FUND
Bruce and Lorraine Judson

UNDERWRITING PHOTOGRAPHY FOR THE ROSE TORAH DEDICATION
Robert and Caroline Brickman

Catherine Beshel
IN HONOR OF ELLENRAE SHALETT
Jack and Jennifer Benjamin-Paul and Amy Rosengarten

IN MEMORY OF INGE ELSAS
Irene Hirsch

IN MEMORY OF DAVID FRIED, JR.
Alfred and Joyce Hiller

IN MEMORY OF ABRAHAM KUPPERMAN
Nancy Kittay Litwin
Max Nathan, Jr.

IN MEMORY OF MORRIS RABINOWITZ
Stanley and Peggy Jacobs

IN MEMORY OF DR. SAM A. THREFOOT
Shelley Threefoot Cowan

IN MEMORY OF JACQUES TYGIER AND HELENE TYGIER
Roger and Diane Tygier

IN MEMORY OF G. JOHN VETA
Sharon Snyder and Family

Underwriting photo: Robert and Caroline Brickman
UNDERWRITERS OF THE GOLDEN GALA:

Donald I. Levy
William Lucas, Jr.
Modern Flooring
Pamela & Robert Steeg
Amy & Mark Stein

Karol & Eric Aschaffenburg
Sue & Herbert Barton
Caroline & Bob Brickman
Marie & James Cahn
Carla Koplin Cohn
Current Electric
Kim Glazer Goldberg
Mollie & Jimmy Fried, Jr.
Sherry & Dr. Edward Frohlich
Susan & Bill Hess
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Hopko
Arvilla & Clifford Kern III, PhD
Susan Kierr
Nancy & Herman Kohlmeyer, Jr.
Sheila & Thomas Leman
Renee & Rusty Levy, III
Saundra K. Levy, Jonathan Levy,
and Lauren & Scott Neustadter
William Lucas, Jr.
Nancy & Michael Marsiglia
Tiffany & David Oestreicher
Phyllis & Irving Shnaider
Marie & Robert Wolf

PATRONS OF THE GOLDEN GALA:

Lee Adler & Robert Marks
Dorlene Alaynick
Bonnie & Jay Aronson
Dr. Diane Africk
Patty Barnett
Sonya & Gary Batten
Marc Behar
Claire & Jack Benjamin
Jennifer & Jack Benjamin, Jr.
Dr. & Mrs. Gerald Berenson
Marian Berrett
Harry Blumenthal Jr.
& Murray Pitts
Kelley & Guy Brenner
Jean Brickman
Lorynne & Robert Cahn
Ellen & Max Cohen
Phyllis Cohen
Rabbi Edward &
Andrea Cohn
Dr. & Mrs. Stanley Cohn
Marianne Cohn
Cantor Joel Colman
Avery & Jay Corenswet
Gigi & Josh Danzig
Jennifer Dippel &
Phil Brickman
Joan & Julian Feibelman
Linda & S. Gene Fendler
Diane & Alan Franco
Jean Frank
Dr. & Mrs. A.J. Friedman
Judge Robin Giarrusso
Dr. & Mrs. Louis Glade
Sheila & Tim Gold
Lynne Goldman
Walton & Jeffrey Goldring
Joyce & Irving Goldstein
Drs. Leslie & Bradley
Gottsegen
Matt Greenbaum
Barbara Greenberg
Amy Gainsburgh Haspel &
John Haspel
Sandy Heller
Billy Henry & Kevin Gibson
Mrs. S. Herbert Hirsch

Dr. & Mrs. Harris Hyman, III
Carole Jacobson
Mrs. Fred Kahn, II
Dr. & Mrs. Peter Kastl
Allan Katz
Celia Katz
Bernice Kaufman & Don Gaver
Drs. Jennifer & Aaron Kesselheim
Ann & Chris Kientz
Sharon Kirkpatrick
Ashley & Michael Kirschman
Jane Kohlmann
Betty Kohn
Judy & Mel Kossover
Debra & Eric Kraar
Ivonne & Billy Kullman
Gillian & Charles Marks
Dr. & Mrs. Alvin Merlin
Hope & James Meyer
Linda Mintz
Max Nathan, Jr.
Lillian & Sidney Opotowsky
Drs. Joy & Howard Ososky
Joyce & Sidney Pulitzer
Dr. & Mrs. Jules B. Puschett
Dr. & Mrs. Gary Rich
Dr. & Mrs. Irving Rosen
Emily Rosen
Beth Rosenthal
Ruth Rosenthal
Lee Sear
EllenRae & John Shalett
Emily & Alon Shaya
Courtney & Michael Singer
Jane & Billy Sizeler
Melissa & Jerry Steiner
Joanna Sternberg
Mary Stern
Jon Strauss
Rose Anne Suffrin
Ann & Sharon Thompson
Julie & Cedric Walker
Lynda & Irving Warshauer
Laurie E. Wells
Roger Worlock
Kathleen Zucker
PICTURES OF THE GOLDEN GALA:

Want to see more pictures? Go to templesinainola.com
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Robert B. Brickman
Temple Sinai President
rbrickman@cox.net

Rabbi Edward Paul Cohn D.D., D.Min.
sinai@usa.net

Joel M. Colman, M.S.M.
Cantor
joel@colman.us

Ann Zivitz Kientz
Educator
annzkientz@gmail.com

EllenRae Shalett
Executive Director
ershalett@templesinaino.org

Herbert Barton
Executive Director Emeritus/Exec. Secretary - Hebrew Rest Cemetery Assn.
sinai@usa.net

Timothy J. Gold
Brotherhood President
timjongold@hotmail.com

Doris Baron & Leslie Kastl
Sisterhood Co-Presidents
djbaron73@aol.com
leslie1@att.net
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Madelyn Botnick Fireman
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mfireman@templesinaino.org

Carla Rose Jacob
Communications Specialist
cjacob@templesinaino.org
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Whitney Bank and you.

At Whitney Bank, we’re more than a bank. We’re also your neighbors. We live where you live, dream what you dream, and share a tradition based on common values and uncommon commitment.

Call 944-359-7899
CLICK whitneybank.com
Come in 5335 Tchoupitoulas Street

Member FDIC
Mazel Tov to the Confirmation Class of 2016

Jessica Addvensky
Harvard Feibelman
David Fried
Rebecca Kornman
Mose Mayer
Sam Moses
Leo Roos
Axel Turries